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Abstract—The capability to extract human activity context in
a room environment can be used as meaningful feedback for various wireless indoor application systems. Being able to do so with
easily installable resource-limited sensing components can even
further increase the system’s applicability for various purposes.
This paper introduces our efforts to design a system consisting of heterogeneous low-cost, resource-limited, wireless sensing
platforms for accurately extracting the human activity context
from an indoor environment. Specifically, we introduce Resource
Limited Sensor-based activity Context Extraction (ReLiSCE), a
system consisting of microphone array, passive infra-red (PIR),
and illumination sensors that effectively detect the activities
that occur in an office (meeting room) environment. The signal processing schemes used in ReLiSCE are designed so that
their size and complexity is suitable for the resource limitations that many embedded computing platforms introduce. Using
empirical evaluations with a prototype system, we show that
despite the simplicity of its data processing schemes, ReLiSCE
successfully classifies human activity states in various meeting
scenarios. Furthermore, we show that high accuracy is achieved
by combining results from heterogeneous sensors. We foresee this
paper as a sub-system that interconnects with various application
systems for autonomously configuring people’s everyday living
environments in a more comfortable and energy-efficient manner.
Index Terms—Computers and information processing software, context extraction, embedded software, low-power signal
processing, smart environments.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ITH the vast development of wireless sensing and lowpower networking technologies over the last decade, it
is no surprise to us that these sensors will soon be deployed
in our everyday living environments for various application
purposes. A major subset of these systems are often applied
to buildings as a way to increase the user comfort level,
and efficiently control the growing energy usage expenses
for building management. Applications in this domain include
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access control systems, smart lighting management systems,
and heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems [1], [2]. These systems utilize different sensing platforms
to monitor the target environment and report sensing results to
an actuation unit, which controls the environmental parameters
to satisfy the users’ or applications’ needs. Until now, the sensing components in these systems were simple, and raw sensor
readings were enough to make an estimation of the current
environment state. Nevertheless, in order to make these systems smarter, wireless sensing systems are now expected to
make situation-aware decisions that are more human-centered
than simply identifying low-level physical characteristics of an
environment. Such smarter wireless sensing systems should be
able to extract and determine the activity context in an indoor
environment to adjust environmental configurations based on
more complex reasoning.
However, when a system involves a level of computational
complexity with the sensing data, typically until now, a serverscale computer that aggregates all the sensing information
was in-charge of the decision-making process. For example,
when using microphone array sensors to capture human activity using the collected acoustic signals, a PC-scale device was
installed to execute the signal processing algorithms. As a
result, to apply complex activity recognition-based systems,
the installation of this additional hardware unit was essential. Such difficulties can potentially act as a barricade, which
blocks the large-scale deployment of these smart wireless
sensing systems. Nevertheless, if we can bring down such
complex signal processing capabilities to operate on smallersized, resource-limited platforms, the applicability of these
systems will greatly increase to cover various practical applications. While the prices of powerful processing units have
come down over the last few years, for active commercialization of these systems, it is important to identify lowest-cost
possible processing platforms, as long as we can configure the
platform to provide services with the same quality (or with
minimal application-level impact) as high-cost devices.
This paper targets the problem of designing an accurate
activity recognition system for indoor office environments
using resource-limited computing platforms and low-cost sensing components. Specifically, we utilize a microphone array
sensing platform with optional supplementary sensing components, such as passive infra-red (PIR) and illumination sensors,
to extract the current activity state of people in an office environment. Our system, Resource Limited Sensor-based activity
Context Extraction (ReLiSCE), utilizes the aforementioned
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sensors and combines them with low-resource demanding
schemes for local, internal data processing. For the most
resource-demanding sensor, the microphone array, we design a
series of lightweight signal processing schemes, which include
a signal peak detection scheme with time frame calibration,
time difference of arrival (TDOA) computation, and anglebased speaker location estimation schemes. The results are
combined with data from other sensors to make a near-perfect
estimation on the human activity states.
We evaluate ReLiSCE using experimentally collected traces
and also through a prototype deployment of the system in an
actively used meeting room environment. Results from our
evaluations show that, by combining the capabilities of heterogeneous sensors, ReLiSCE successfully detects the activity
context of the room environment with high reliability.
Specifically, we summarize the main contributions of this
paper in threefold.
1) We propose ReLiSCE, which utilizes an embedded
microphone array sensor running novel lightweight signal processing schemes, along with the assistance of
heterogeneous sensing modalities to accurately and reliably estimate current human activity contexts in a room
environment.
2) We discuss the technical challenges that complicate
the design and integration of various sensor processing
algorithms when utilizing resource-limited, low-power
embedded platforms. By doing so, we introduce various
novel schemes, and especially detail our discussions for
the microphone array sensor, which in previous work has
mostly been integrated with high-end (e.g., PC-scale)
hardware.
3) Using a large set of data samples collected from
real meetings and a prototype system implementation
deployed in real meeting scenarios, we show that the
performance of ReLiSCE is satisfactory enough to be
quickly applied to various applications and showcase its
effectiveness using a smart lighting application.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section II, we introduce the importance of office-level activity
context extraction for various application scenarios. Next, in
Section III, we introduce a set of activity context scenarios that
this paper targets and also detail the signal processing schemes
in ReLiSCE, a distributed data processing system that effectively combines readings from multiple heterogeneous sensors
to make a decision on the activity context of a target environment. We evaluate the performance of ReLiSCE in Section IV
using a month-long deployment of our system in a real meeting
room environment. Section V positions this paper among other
related literature and we summarize this paper in Section VI.
II. ACTIVITY C ONTEXT E XTRACTION : I SSUES W ITH
U TILIZING R ESOURCE L IMITED H ARDWARE
As wireless sensing systems start to permeate closer to our
everyday living environments and automate many routine tasks
that were previously manual [3], system designers now target to seek a higher goal of automatically detecting people’s
activity context and reacting accordingly to configure an even
more comfortable environment. For example, by knowing what

activity is occurring in an office/meeting room environment,
the lighting conditions can change autonomously without manual user controls. In designing such systems, a major requirement (and challenge) to address is the accurate detection and
estimation of human intentions in the target sensing field. To
achieve this goal, many, as we will later discuss in Section V,
have proposed systems for extracting human activity context
using various sensing components. However, since such systems deal with high data rate sensing and processor intensive
data processing, PC-scale devices are typically used in the data
processing phase. While this is a reasonable system design, the
capability to perform such operations internally at the sensing
unit can effectively widen the application domain where such
activity context extraction systems can benefit. Once we can
embedded this computing capability to smaller-sized computing platforms, utilizing these systems will no longer require the
installation of a designated PC, and will be easier to commercialize since embedded computing and sensing components
can be sold as commercial off the shelf (COTS) devices. Still,
the problem is that many activity context extraction algorithms
require a level of computational-intensive operations using
high data rate sensor samples. Therefore, allowing these algorithms to execute on resource-limited embedded platforms, is
still a challenge. One example of such complex algorithms is
the signal processing schemes used for extracting human activity with microphone sensors. While vocal acoustic signals hold
comprehensive information, which can be extracted to estimate the current human activity context, powerful processors
are typically needed to collect and process these signals for
extracting meaningful information.
With schemes that are lightweight and effective enough to
accurately detect the human activity context, system designers can potentially propose application systems that are a
step more user-friendly and ambiently intelligent. Furthermore,
going back to the microphone example, being able to locally
process the data on embedded platforms diminishes the need
to transmit raw sensor measurements (e.g., acoustic signals
sampled at high frequencies) to PC-scale devices; thus, allows
the sensors to be easily deployed wirelessly.
We point out that over the recent years, the processing
power of embedded platforms have increased dramatically.
Nowadays, the smartphones that we carry around embed quadcore processing units, which is (more than) enough to perform
computation-intensive operations. However, applying such
high-end processors to nongeneral commercial products will
increase the product cost and reduce the system’s commercial
attractiveness. Therefore, we argue that a cheapest-possible
resource-limited hardware platform with fully optimized software components should be favored for extracting human
activity context. While ideal, we detail some challenges and
milestones required in designing such systems below.
1) Identifying the Target Activities: Based on the goals of
the application system, system designers should accurately identify the types of activities they intend to
detect. The activity states generated from humans can
be diverse and it is easy to say that not all of these
states can be discretely defined. As a result, it is important to set a goal on what activity states the system is
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interested in extracting. For example, an indoor lighting
control application system would benefit from knowing
the conversational state in the target room environment
while not requiring the knowledge of the meeting participants’ current emotion status. Therefore, for each application, precisely defining the types of human activity
states the system needs to detect is important.
2) Integrating Heterogeneous Sensors: The detection of
human activity is complex, and is difficult to precisely
predict using a single sensor module. Our experiences,
as detailed in the following sections, show that data from
heterogeneous sensing components should be integrated
to make accurate predictions on the human activity states.
3) Designing Less Resource Demanding Algorithms: A
decade of wireless sensing system research has contributed in proposing a number of low-resource demanding algorithms. Nevertheless, the applications where
these systems were applied until now, mostly deal with
sensors that are designed to be low-power. However,
extracting human activity states can benefit from using
more complex sensing components, in which no lowresource demanding algorithm exists. As a result, customizing the data processing algorithms so that they
are capable of extracting the anticipated information is
essential.
In this paper, we focus on extracting human activity states
in an office and meeting room environment. Specifically, we
design a base system that targets to provide user activity
context for larger application systems such as smart lighting control or HVAC. The following sections provide details
on how ReLiSCE, our proposed system for activity context extraction, addresses the aforementioned challenges and
performs accurate human activity context extraction.
III. R E L I SCE: U TILIZING R ESOURCE -L IMITED S ENSORS
FOR ACTIVITY C ONTEXT E XTRACTION
When designing ReLiSCE, we carefully consider the
aforementioned challenges. Nevertheless, the utmost goal in
the system design is to enable embedded, resource-limited
computing platforms, instead of PC-scale devices, to serve
as the data processing and decision making component of
our system. We especially put most of the focus on the
signal processing component for the microphone array sensor,
which possesses the most challenges. While other sensors in
ReLiSCE can be applied to resource-limited platforms using
simple algorithm-based schemes (as detailed in the subsections that follow), each microphone module in a microphone
array outputs a series of digitized acoustic signals, which
require further (extensive) processing to reform the raw data
into useful information. In this section, we detail the hardware
components in ReLiSCE, and present reasons for selecting
such modules along with a set of (low resource-demanding)
schemes that achieve the application-level goals of accurately
extracting human activity states.
A. Defining the Target Detection Activity States
We first start our discussions by introducing the target
activity contexts that we expect ReLiSCE to accurately detect.
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This paper of activity context extraction for meeting environments, initiated in the 1980s, has been widely studied for
decades. The objective of these studies were to understand
and classify different group actions using extracted behavioral
information. In McGrath’s [4] task circumplex model, group
actions were divided into eight distinct categories depending
on how individuals interact in a group. This categorization
model includes the perspectives of social psychology.
We note that for computational realm, the definition of
each action must be much more constrained than that of
McGrath’s while its insights are well preserved. Considering
this, McCowan et al. [5] defined a set of high-level group
actions including: monolog, discussion, presentation, whiteboard, and note-taking. We detail each action state as follows.
1) Monolog represents the activity status where an individual speaks continuously without any interruption (from
other meeting participants) for a certain period of time.
Such an action can be observed when someone tries to
explain his or her idea to the group.
2) In contrast, the discussion state happens when multiple
individuals participate to speak up during a certain time
period in order to share ideas.
3) Presentation is defined as a state when the projector
is utilized during a meeting while an individual (i.e.,
a main presenter) speaks up.
4) When the white-board is used rather than the projector,
the group is said to be in the white-board action state.
5) When individuals in a group start to write a note with no
verbal activity, the system defines such action as notetaking.
With the objective of this paper, where resource-limited
sensing platforms are favored than high-end devices, we are
highly interested in the set of actions defined above, excluding the note-taking and white-board states. While verbal and
device utilization cues can be acquired using comparatively
simple devices and algorithms, detecting hand gestures for
these two states would require computationally heavy video
processing and pattern recognition processes.
We further extend our detection states with a room-idle
state, a room-enter state, and a room-in-use state, indicating
that the meeting room is no longer used, that the users initially
enter the target environment (instantaneous state) and that the
room is continuously in-use, respectively.
B. Hardware Components in ReLiSCE
We now provide details on the hardware components in
ReLiSCE and provide the reasons behind selecting such components with respect to the target detection activity states
mentioned above.
1) Microphone Array Sensor: At the core of ReLiSCE is
the microphone array sensor as pictured in Fig. 1. On the
application’s perspective, the microphone array sensor can be
used to effectively help distinguish the monolog and discussion states by extracting information on how many speakers
are active in the environment. Our microphone array sensor
consists of four low-power consuming microphone modules
with amplification capabilities (up to 40 dB), each connected
to an ADC port of a Mango Z1 Board [6]. The Mango board is
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Fig. 1. Picture of our prototype hardware implementation of the microphone
array sensor. The processing unit is an ARM cortex M3-based STM32 microcontroller and four microphone sensors with amplifiers are connected via the
ADC ports.

a computing platform that combines an ARM cortex M3-based
microcontroller (MCU) with an IEEE 802.15.4 2.4 GHz radio.
We note that the diagonal length of the microphone array
sensor prototype is ∼45 cm.
While the schemes that we will discuss in Section III-C is
capable of operating under even-restricted MCUs, we use a
(relatively) powerful ARM cortex M3-based MCU due to the
fact that MCUs with more resource restrictions (e.g., Atmel
1284p and TI MSP430) cannot support the high sampling
rates of the microphone array. Based on the fact that these
microphones target to detect human voice-originated acoustic
signals, we target to sample each microphone at 44 kHz with
sample sizes of ten bits. This would mean that, given four
microphone sensors in an array, the sampling rate at the MCU
must be >176 kHz. Our MCU allows the latency of collecting a single sample to fall <0.07 μs, which is much shorter
than the latency bound of capturing the same vocal (acoustic)
characteristics at the four microphones. Unfortunately, widely
used MCUs such as the Atmel ATmega 1284p can only support ADC sampling up to 15 kHz (e.g., 200 kHz ADC clock
timer with 13.5 cycles per conversion); thus, is not sufficient
enough to support the microphone’s sampling requirements.
In ReLiSCE, the processing module at the microphone array
sensor also takes the role of decision making for human activity extraction. It aggregates input from different (wirelessly
connected) sensing components to derive the estimated human
activity state.
2) PIR Sensor: While the microphone array distinguishes
different types of conversation, the acoustic signal-based
nature of the microphone limits its capabilities for detecting
other activity states without vocal communication. Examples
of such are the states related to room occupancy (e.g., roomidle, room-enter, room-in-use). Based on a survey of different
sensing modalities, we noticed that the PIR sensor was the
ideal candidate for detecting such activities. For this reason,
ReLiSCE includes a PIR sensor with a detection angle of
120 degrees and a detection distance of ∼6 m. The sensor is
attached to an Atmel ATmega 1284p MCU and a TI CC2420
IEEE 802.15.4 radio. In operation, the PIR sensor detects
human existence in a target region and periodically (or on
request) reports its results to the microphone array sensor’s
computing module for activity state estimation.
3) Illumination (Light) Sensor: When the microphone array
determines that the environment is in the monolog state,

ReLiSCE makes sure if the single speaker is simply in a
conversation or if the room is in a presentation state. However,
it is difficult for ReLiSCE to distinguish between the two states
simply using the microphone array. We note that with predefined locations of the presentation stage, we can potentially use
the speaker’s angular locations to estimate the current activity
context. While theoretically possible, in reality, it is difficult
to assume that the microphone array will continuously be at
the same location, since activities such as room cleaning can
change its placement on the table. For this purpose, ReLiSCE
also includes an illumination (light) level sensor with the goal
of detecting beam projector activities. The illumination sensor is connected to either the projection screen (present in
most meeting rooms) or near the light-bulb of the projector
for accurate detection of the projector’s activity. We emphasize that using the illumination sensor is a design choice that is
targeted specifically for the detection of the presentation state.
Nevertheless, we determined that applications such as smart
lighting control can benefit from the accurate detection of this
activity; thus, decided to add the illumination sensor as part of
ReLiSCE. While we initially attempted to detect the projector’s activity by identifying the sounds of its fan in operation,
due to the different installation points of the projector (some
were placed on the table and some were installed on the ceiling) the detection accuracy was very low. Similar to the PIR
sensing platform, the illumination sensor is connected to an
Atmel ATmega 1284p MCU and a TI CC2420 IEEE 802.15.4
radio to report data to the sensor data aggregation unit (e.g.,
microphone array sensor’s computing component).
4) Eliminating the Camera Sensor: Using a camera sensor
is an accurate way to detect the activity state of people in a
target environment. Using image processing techniques, most
of the operations in ReLiSCE would be easily achievable using
existing image processing algorithms. However, despite its
accuracy, camera sensors are mostly used in applications that
relate to surveillance and safety due to the fact that in typical
scenarios, they hold the potential of invading people’s privacy.
Furthermore, since most image processing algorithms require
a level of computational power, applying them directly to the
applications that we target in this paper is not a viable option.
Therefore, this paper excludes the option of using a camera as
a way to propose a privacy-sensitive, widely applicable human
activity extraction system that operates on resource-limited
embedded platforms.
C. Microphone Array Sensor Processing Scheme
For supporting the microphone array sensor in ReLiSCE,
we analyze acoustic input signals from the microphones to
detect the number of speakers within a moving windowbased time interval tα . To do so, we first perform a study
on the processing requirements of existing microphone signal processing algorithms. In most existing works, the target
is to compute the TDOA between each microphone pair by
using the received acoustic signal patterns. These TDOAs are
computed by identifying the time lag between each signal
pair. In general, for environments with room reverberations
and background noises, the generalized cross correlation with
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Fig. 2. Activity extraction process for the microphone array sensor. The
processing, tframe is divided in a sampling process and a data processing
phase, tβ . dβ defines the short interval of acoustic signals considered from
the data processing phase remaining after time frame calibration.

phase transform (GCC-PHAT) is widely used for TDOA
computation [7].
In GCC-PHAT, a TDOA between each signal pair is computed by identifying the time lag dij that yields the highest
correlation between a microphone pair ij. Using dij , a
system locates the direction of the speakers, and uses this
information to detect the number of speakers in the target
environment. Such an algorithm would allow the system to distinguish between the monolog and discussion activity states.
Specifically, with acoustic signals incoming from a single
direction (only), the system can determine that the current
activity state is “monolog,” otherwise, in a “discussion” state
when more than one speaker directions are detected within tα .
As the top of Fig. 2 shows, tα can consist of multiple speaker
estimation periods of which each period consists of duration
tframe . Nevertheless, while effective, the GCC-PHAT algorithm
is a computation-hungry process that intensively uses fast
Fourier transform (FFT) and cross-correlation computation.
Such high resource-demanding characteristics of GCC-PHAT
makes it inappropriate for use on resource-constrained embedded platforms.
In order to design a scheme that achieves the same results,
but is compact enough to operate on resource-limited platforms, we aim to compute TDOAs by simply detecting the
peaks of incoming acoustic signals from each microphone in
the array for a (very) short time interval tβ < tframe (rather than
matching the entire signal patterns as in GCC-PHAT). While
detecting only the peaks reduces the computational complexity, two major challenges arise. First, it is unclear if simple
peak detection is sufficient enough to assure the proper detection of speakers’ directions. Second, despite the scheme being
resource-efficient, we need to assure that it has enough time to
execute while sampling the ADC (for the microphone array)
at high rates. We first address the second question by proposing a microphone ADC duty-cycling scheme, in which the
platform samples the ADC units for only a subset of tframe
(e.g., tβ < tframe ) and dedicates time for the signal processing
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scheme to execute. This not only allows the platform to exclusively allocate time for signal processing, but also reduces the
memory usage burden that continuous high-frequency sampling can introduce to resource-limited platforms. Specifically,
as the top of Fig. 2 shows, we divide the microphone-based
detection process into two phases where the first phase focuses
on vocal signal collection, and the second phase focuses on
data processing. For any target microphone sampling rate
λ [Hz], we note that with a platform consisting of k microphones, the main MCUs ADC sampling rate should support
up to k × λ [Hz].
Given this two-phase process, our scheme, which is executed in the estimation phase of Fig. 2, operates in two steps.
The former collects sound samples at each microphone for tβ
and removes noise by passing signals through a low-pass filter,
while the latter effectively and reliably estimates the direction
of arrival (DOA) for the sound source by executing the three
procedures as follows.
1) TDOA Estimation Phase: To efficiently estimate the
TDOA, we first focus on computing the time of
arrival (TOA) for the signals at each microphone. Instead
of using resource-demanding FFT and cross-correlation,
we introduce a signal peak detection scheme. Using the
collected acoustic signals within time duration tβ , we
compute the highest points of amplitude for the acoustic signals from each microphone (e.g., one highest peak
per microphone; see the four red arrows on the bottom
of Fig. 2). The intuition behind this is that a peak value
of the acoustic signal initiated by the sound source at
time instance t will be received at each microphone i at
time di , which is computed as
propagation

di = t + ti
propagation
ti

.

(1)

Here,
is the propagation delay of the acoustic
signal traveling at the speed of sound between the sound
source and microphone i. Assuming that such peaks will
be captured at all microphones of the array, we can guarantee the accuracy of TOA for each microphone by using
the computationally-efficient peak detector as long as the
effects of signal fluctuations (due to reflection, refraction, or noise) are minimal. Then, for each microphone
pair (i, j) we can compute dij = |di − dj |, which is the
TDOA for (i, j). While technically a single MCU cannot simultaneously sample each microphone at the same
time, since the MCU on our platform supports an ADC
clock of up to 14 MHz and a conversion time of 12 clock
cycles (e.g., 1.17 MHz ADC sampling rate), sampling
all of the microphones on the array is faster than the
time limit requirement of 44 KHz acoustic signals (for
human voice). Thereby, all of the microphones (given
that our microphone array sensor consists of four units)
will sample the same (or very similar) time instances of
the incoming acoustic signal.
2) Time Frame Calibration Phase: The aforementioned
peak detection scheme works perfectly in an ideal environment. However, due to real environmental characteristics such as room reverberations and background noise,
peaks may occur at spurious time points (i.e., deviating
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significantly from true di ’s; see the four blue arrows on
the bottom of Fig. 2). To address this practical issue,
ReLiSCE includes a time frame calibration phase which
operates as follows. Let tij denote the time for an acoustic signal to travel the distance between microphones
i and j. Then, given a peak detected at microphone i at
time t, the same peak will be captured by another microphone j within a time interval of [t−tij : t+tij ] since j can
only be either closer to or farther away from the source.
Given a square-shaped microphone placement with side
length l (see Fig. 1), two microphones
√ on the diagonal
of the square yields the largest tij (= 2l/c) where c is
the speed of sound. Accordingly, the maximum TDOA
for a given system can be derived as
√
2l
dmax =
.
(2)
c
Accordingly, any dij > dmax indicates that the TOA
computation is invalid, or in other words, the two signal
traces are observing different peaks. Based on this observation, we set dβ = 2 × dmax and perform validations
to confirm that the received TDOA samples are usable.
As a result of the process, the original peaks detected
at the blue arrows in the signal pattern of Fig. 2 are
corrected as the red arrows within time frame dβ .
3) Angle of Arrival (AOA) Computation Phase: Finally,
with a set of valid di ’s and dij ’s, we compute the
AOA for the sound origin. This is essentially the
process of counting the number of speakers in the
detection region. For doing so, we identify: 1) the microphone MICfirst that first detects the peak (and hence
is closest to the sound origin); 2) another microphone
MIClast that detected the peak at last (farthest from the
speaker); and 3) the microphone pair (i, j) with the
smallest TDOA


(3)
dijmin = min ∀i ∀j dij .
Furthermore, we denote a plane formed by a microphone
pair i and j with dijmin as pij . Using dijmin , we compute
the AOA (in radians) with respect to pij as below
⎞
⎛
c
·
w
⎠. (4)
φij = arccos ⎝ 
2 
2
xi − xj + yi − yj · λ
Here, w is the latency in the sample data, λ is the sampling rate, and xi , yi , xj , yj represent the coordinates of
microphones i and j, respectively.
Using φij , θij , the DOA for the sound source, is computed
in two different ways. First, we consider the case where
MICfirst and MIClast are located on different sides of
plane pij (see left of Fig. 3). For such cases, θij = π −φij .
For all other cases (see right of Fig. 3), θij = φij .
Using these steps, for each tframe , we detect the plane
pij and DOA θij of the sound sources. Assuming that the
speaker will not make significant movement while speaking,
these parameters will remain at a single location during the
speaking duration. Even if they are mobile, since tβ is short
(e.g., few hundred ms), the detection of the speaker’s location

Fig. 3. Two methods of computing the DOA with respect to the relative
location of the speaker to the microphone array sensor.

for the time instance should not be an issue. Nevertheless, with
pij and θij computed every tframe , we check the validity of the
result by checking if the same result is measured consecutively
for k times within a θij error-bound of ± .
Lastly, based on these results, ReLiSCE enters the activity state classification stage. In this final process, ReLiSCE
simply counts the number of results that are using different
planes and are distantly positioned by more than degrees
from each other. If this count is 1, then this is an indicator that
a single person is actively speaking in the room, which allows
the system to conclude the room is in a monolog state. In
the case where more than one speaker positions are detected,
ReLiSCE sets the activity state of the room to discussion.
We note that there is a possibility that if multiple speakers
are located within ± ◦ , ReLiSCE can misclassify the room
activity as monolog. Fortunately, in the meetings traces that
we collected, such an error was not observed. Nevertheless,
this is a potential limitation that ReLiSCE possesses and we
plan to address this in future work by analyzing the vocal
patterns of different speakers to more accurately separate
speakers.
D. PIR Sensor Processing Scheme
Compared to the signal processing operations for the microphone array sensor, the data processing for other sensors in
ReLiSCE are relatively simple. Our PIR sensor outputs a
low-to-high edge on the connected GPIO when an object is
present in the target detection region. A series of the collected output values from the PIR sensor is passed through
a filter to minimize the detection of false positives. This
comes from empirical observations of multiple high values
on the PIR sensor rather than a single high-edge observation
when a person is present in the detection field. Using such
series of “PIR detected” patterns reported from the PIR sensor, ReLiSCE defines the room-enter state and continues itself
in the room-in-use state.
While the PIR sensor is effective for detecting the roomenter state, due to its sensitivity, detecting idle activity can
be a convoluted process. For example, the PIR sensing platform producing an output of “no detection” can both imply
an empty/idle state or an “active” state where people are still
in the room with no active movements. Therefore, it is important to set a time interval before the PIR sensing platform
determines that the room is in the room-idle state. ReLiSCE
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introduces an adaptive timer for this purpose based on the
following.
1) Once the room is in room-enter state, the PIR sensor
keeps continuous track of the activity levels in the room
with respect to its PIR readings.
2) The idle time determination duration Tidle is set to an
initial value and frequent PIR high detections naturally
min ,
decrease this timer value linearly. Here, Tidle > Tidle
min
where Tidle is a predefined as the minimum wait duration
for idle state determination.
3) If no PIR high measurements are detected for Tidle , the
PIR sensor determines that the system in a room-idle
state. This design decision comes from empirical experiences showing that a meeting with large amounts of
active movements tend to continuously have such characteristics, as this is an effect of the people participating
in the meeting.
4) The PIR sensor data is analyzed discretely on a
per-meeting basis (e.g., the time is reinitiated when
ReLiSCE determines a new room-enter state) and
ReLiSCE infers a proper minimal timing value for each
meeting to determine the room-idle state.
E. Illumination Sensor Processing Scheme
The scheme for processing the illumination sensor focuses
on exploiting an adaptive feature that our sensor, and many
modern light level sensors, introduce. Specifically, we exploit
the fact that these sensors provide different modes of detecting
the illumination levels with respect to the ambient brightness
of the surrounding environment. In other words, by specifying whether the sensor should be in the high- or low-gain
mode, the same number of sampling bits (e.g., 10 bits on the
ADC) are mapped into 0–500 lux in high gain mode, and
0–50 000 lux in low-gain mode [8]. These ranges can change
with respect to the electronical details, but, in any case, a highgain mode, allows the illumination sensor to be more reactive
and sensitive in darker environments while the low-gain mode
enables detection over wide light intensities.
In ReLiSCE, we start sensing the illumination sensor in the
high-gain mode, to detect the initial activities of the projector
unit. When the projector is on, or the room is fully lighted,
we adaptively change the hardware configurations to low-gain
mode so that our sensor can make accurate measurements
of the lighting conditions. Based on the collected illumination data, we utilize a  threshold-based scheme, where we
compare the exponentially weighted moving average of the
previous samples to the current sample to capture changes in
the lighting levels (e.g., activity of the beam projector).
F. Combining Heterogeneous Sensors in ReLiSCE
While distinguishing monolog and discussion states is simple when using the decision made from the microphone array
sensor, ReLiSCE combines the capabilities of the other two
sensors (with the results from the microphone array) to make
comprehensive decisions on other activity states. This section,
and the state diagram illustration in Fig. 4, provides details
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Fig. 4. State diagram of determining activity states with heterogeneous
sensors in ReLiSCE.

on how heterogeneous sensing modalities in ReLiSCE are
combined to output a single system-level decision.
1) Detecting Room-Enter and Room-Idle States: For detecting the room entering state, we combine the capabilities of
the microphone array and the PIR sensing platform. We note
once again that all the decisions are made at the computing
platform on the microphone array sensor, since it is equipped
with (relatively) the most computing resources (e.g., a higher
power MCU). Specifically, once this decision-making component collects the current PIR state (periodic or on-demand
basis), it determines if the PIR sensor reports an “in-use” state.
At the same time, it also checks if the microphone array is
detecting a monolog or discussion state. If either (e.g., OR
function) of these states show that the room is being used, then
ReLiSCE declares a room-enter state and notifies the application system (e.g., a smart lighting system or HVAC) that
someone had entered the room. Shortly after this, ReLiSCE
declares that the room is in the room-in-use state, and initiates the meeting room context extraction schemes. The time
between room enter and room-in-use states is determined at
the time of deployment. We currently set this to 1 s. The main
reason for this separation is to prepare time for the other sensors to initiate their settings in case these sensors are in a
low-power mode.
As for detecting the room’s idle state, while we utilize the
same set of sensors, ReLiSCE declares the room to be in the
room-idle state if both (e.g., AND function) sensing components report inactivity. We make such a design choice given
that most smart environment applications are required to react
more sensitively when the room is in use to ensure a satisfactory user-experience; therefore, requires a more conservative
behavior when declaring room-idle.
2) Detecting Presentation State: For the presentation state,
ReLiSCE expects the system to first be in an active state
(e.g., all states but room-idle). Note that, we focus on detecting presentation by combining the knowledge of the current
speaking state (using the microphone array) and the projector’s
power state (using the illumination sensor). Specifically, with
the results from the microphone array, the decision making
unit first checks if the room is in the monolog state. This is an
indication that someone is dominant in the speaking activities
within a meeting. Furthermore, if the illumination sensor indicates that the projector is currently active, ReLiSCE declares
the presentation state and notifies the application system of
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this decision. Accordingly, applications such as smart lighting systems can automatically adjust its illumination levels to
optimize for the viewing of the projection screen.
G. Minimizing Sensor Usage
While, we envision that the sensors in ReLiSCE, especially
the microphone array, will operate with its power supplied
from a wall-plug, we still expect the platforms to minimize
their computing resources utilization. The fact that a subset of
ReLiSCE’s sensing components can (potentially) operate on
battery (e.g., for easy installation), makes such considerations
important. For example, it is easier to install a battery-powered
illumination sensing component to a projection unit than to
find additional power-plugs for this single sensor.
ReLiSCE’s resource conserving mechanism starts with
detecting the room-idle state. Once entering the room-idle
state, the illumination sensor is put to sleep and the radios on
all sensing platforms enter a low-power mode. In this mode,
the components’ radios are turned off to minimize the idle
listening times and they start operating a low-power medium
access control layer, which is designed to be similar to lowpower listening [9]. However, unlike the illumination sensor,
the microphone and PIR sensors should not fully turn off their
sensing capabilities, since they need to continuously monitor the environment for entering activities. Nevertheless, their
radios are duty-cycled as well and the sensors are configured
to sample the environment at lower rates. Moreover, for the
microphone array, only a single microphone module is kept
on to conserve power at the others.
IV. E VALUATIONS
Based on the system description of ReLiSCE, we now
present performance results from experimental evaluations on
the effectiveness of each sensing component under different
human activities.
A. Microphone Array Sensor Performance
To effectively showcase the performance of our microphone array’s signal processing scheme, we implement the
proposed scheme in two evaluation environments. Specifically,
in addition to implementing the scheme on our hardware
prototype, we performed a series of validation tests with
a MATLAB-based implementation using real vocal acoustic signal data collected from our prototype hardware. We
also use this MATLAB environment to make performance
comparisons with the GCC-PHAT-based scheme used in several previous work. We do this comparison in MATLAB
given that GCC-PHAT-based signal processing schemes are
resource demanding; thus, cannot be implemented on our
resource-limited hardware prototype.
We start our evaluation by comparing the detection performance of our proposed peak detection-based speaker locating
system (with and without time frame calibration) against the
performance of a GCC-PHAT-based algorithm in MATLAB.
Using Figs. 5 and 6, we present the average angular error
in detecting the speakers’ DoA with varying sampling rates

Fig. 5. Microphone array processing scheme accuracy with varying sampling
rates.

Fig. 6.
Microphone array processing scheme accuracy with varying
evaluation set sample durations.

and evaluation set sizes. Here, a low angular error would suggest that the number of speakers in the environment can be
accurately estimated. The dataset used in this experiment was
empirically collected from a single speaker at various relative
locations of the microphone array sensor. For ground truth
data, we keep track of the speaker’s locations during data
collection. Note that while we sample each microphone at
44 kHz for the data set, in Fig. 5, we intentionally downsampled the data to observe the scheme’s performance with
lower ADC/microphone sensor sampling rates. We do this to
validate the possibilities of using MCUs with lower sampling
rates. Results in Fig. 5 suggest a few interesting points. Notice
that the performance of GCC-PHAT outperforms our proposed
peak detection-based scheme both with and without time frame
calibration. This is even more pronounced when the sampling
rate is low, which is an expected result given that the crosscorrelation functions can be effective in these cases. For the
two peak detection-based schemes, the sampling rates need to
reach a higher level since each microphone should be able to
detect the same peak for the incoming acoustic signals. As a
result, as the sampling rate reaches 44 kHz, the detection accuracy of our proposed scheme matches that of the GCC-PHAT
algorithm.
By observing the performance with varying sample collection durations (e.g., tβ ) with 44 kHz sampling in Fig. 6, we
can notice once again that when tβ >∼ 110 ms, the average
angular error of our proposed scheme (with time frame calibration) is < 3%. This suggests that the microphone sensor
can be operated with minimal performance overhead, while
maintaining a low DoA error. Naturally, this indicates that
the number of active speakers can be accurately detected;
therefore, monolog and discussion states can be extracted in
ReLiSCE with high accuracy.
As the final part of our MATLAB evaluations, in Fig. 7,
we plot the complexity of the two methods (proposed versus
GCC-PHAT) using the operation count observed in MATLAB.
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Fig. 7. Computational complexity (e.g., computation latency) comparison
with ReLiSCE and GCC-PHAT.

Fig. 8.
Empirical speaker detection accuracy collected with ReLiSCEs
microphone array processing scheme.

Notice that the increase in computing latency is gradual
for the peak detection-based DoA estimation scheme, while
GCC-PHAT shows a steep increase. This result is a clear evidence that ReLiSCE significantly lowers the computational
burden at the processor, which is an essential factor when
applying acoustic signal processing algorithms on resourcelimited platforms. We point out that the fluctuation in the
data for GCC-PHAT is mainly caused from its FFT component, which solves an n-point discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
using divide-and-conquer. By recursively decomposing n-point
DFT into smaller pieces, FFT reduces the number of complex multiplication and addition processes: leading to reduced
latency. The lowest latency is achieved when n is power of
two, while the worst result is given when n is a prime number
or has large prime factors. Therefore, with changing set sizes,
we observe a fluctuation in computational time. Of course,
based on Figs. 5 and 6, this reduced computational overhead
is not free and comes at a price. Nevertheless, we emphasize
that this performance level is enough to support applications to
detect the number of speakers in a target environment. More
complex algorithms may be able to output other interesting
results, but they are not of our interest.
Based on the observations from our MATLAB testing environment, we now move our focus to an empirical experiment
setting, where we implement the proposed peak detectionbased microphone array processing scheme (with time frame
calibration) on our target hardware platform. Using this experimental prototype, we deploy the microphone in a room with a
size of ∼60 m2 and ask seven different volunteers to make natural vocal sounds at predefined locations while keeping track
of the ground truth. A total of 20 different angles were tested
with a total of 500 vocal activities, and each microphone of
the array was sampled at 44 kHz for 250 ms. We present the
estimation errors observed for each unique ground truth speaking angle in Fig. 8. As also validated in MATLAB, notice
that the average DoA error is ± ∼1.5 degrees. This leads
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Fig. 9. Picture of PIR installation for both entrance detection and idle state
detection.

to two different conclusions. First, this is evidence that the
microphone array sensor processing scheme works effectively
under the constraints of resource-limited computing platforms.
Furthermore, the average DoA error provides us with an intuition on how can be configured. Since the average speaker
angle detection error is ± ∼1.5 degrees, configuring to be
twice of this range (e.g., ± ∼3 degrees) will assure that the
parameter is suitable for our system. Overall, these results indicate that despite the use of a lightweight classification scheme,
the microphone array sensing platform in ReLiSCE holds the
capability to well-separate the monolog and discussion states.
B. PIR Sensing Platform Evaluation
We now evaluate the performance of our PIR sensing platform in classifying the room-enter, room-idle, and room-in-use
states. In doing so, we noticed that the installation position
of the PIR sensor can significantly impact the detection performance. To validate the performance of the PIR sensing
platform in various positions, we test the PIR sensor installed
in two different locations. In the first, we install the PIR sensor to the ceiling of the entrance door, and in the second,
the PIR sensor is installed to the ceiling above the discussion
table, which is located at the center of the meeting room. We
present pictures of these two locations in Fig. 9.
Using PIR sensors installed in these two positions, we first
evaluate the detection performance of the room-enter state.
We asked volunteers to perform natural meeting room entering actions, both alone and in groups. Furthermore, to test
and compare the performance of using the microphone array
sensor (e.g., installed at the center of the discussion table)
for detecting the room-enter state, we ask the volunteers to
make natural discussions when entering the room in groups.
The results extracted from 60 room-entering actions (e.g., 30
single-person entrances and 30 group entrances) are presented
in Fig. 10. We point out that ReLiSCE reports a “valid detection” only if the detection occurs within 1 s of the actual
entering motion. Notice from the results that when the PIR
sensor is attached to the ceiling of the entrance, the detection
ratio of the room-enter state is ∼100%. On the other hand,
when the sensor is placed in a more general location (e.g., ceiling of the center of meeting table), the detection ratio drops to
∼93%. This is due to the limited detection angle of our PIR
sensor, which is ∼120◦ ; suggesting that the quantity and locations of PIR sensors should be carefully determined based on
application requirements. We can also notice that the detection
ratio of the PIR sensor is higher than that of the microphone.
The main cause of the microphone’s lower detection ratio is
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(a)

Fig. 10. Entering state detection with PIR and microphone array. We test
for PIR sensors in two different locations and also test for the case where the
participants enter the room as they make natural discussions and silently.

(b)
Fig. 12. Occupancy detection in a single person, solo-work scenario for PIR
sensors installed at two different locations. (a) PIR sensor installed at room
entrance. (b) PIR sensor installed on top of discussion table.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 11. Occupancy detection in a multiperson discussion scenario for PIR
sensors installed at two different locations. (a) PIR sensor installed at room
entrance. (b) PIR sensor installed on top of discussion table.

the fact that it is located far from the entrance: on the center
of the discussion table. Therefore, small vocal sounds made
near the door are considered as background noise and may not
be properly detected. This difference in performance between
the two sensing modalities implicitly shows the importance
of using PIR sensors when detecting the room-enter state.
Nevertheless, depending on the location of the PIR sensor,
the microphone can still act as a supplementary sensor for
detecting human entrance (or room occupancy).
While the PIR on the ceiling of the discussion table shows
relatively lower entrance detection ratio, the location of this
sensor makes it more suitable to continuously monitor the
occupancy state of the meeting room. During a typical meeting, participants move their hands, change postures, or perform
note taking actions. While it is difficult to distinguish between
these small personal-scale actions, ReLiSCE exploits the PIR
sensor to extract the fact that the room is still occupied.
The question is how sensitive these sensors are to people’s
movements, and how they effectively detect occupancy under
real meeting scenarios. We experimentally measure this performance using the two PIR sensors installed above and
capture traces from typical meeting scenarios. Specifically,
we captured 15 real meetings, resulting in an ∼18 h of
trace. In Figs. 11 and 12, we present a subset of this duration while noting that other time instances showed similar
behavior. Specifically, in Fig. 11, we present PIR detection
traces for our two PIR sensors when more than two people
perform a discussion-based meeting. Notice that both sensors actively detect movements of the participants, indicating
that the occupancy during typical meetings can be properly
detected. Next, in Fig. 12, we present results for a case where

Fig. 13. Idle duration of array PIR distribution for different cases, discussing
and sitting on the table, during 10 min.
TABLE I
M EAN , S TANDARD D EVIATION , AND M AXIMUM I DLE D URATION OF PIR
S ENSORS FOR D IFFERENT C ASES , M ULTIPERSON D ISCUSSION ,
AND S INGLE -P ERSON S OLO -W ORK

there is no active discussion, and a single person enters the
meeting room to complete his or her task with a laptop computer. This activity involves mostly keyboard typing, wireless
mouse-based input, and tilting one’s head to observe the laptop
screen. Fig. 12 suggests that despite the reduced activity level
(compared to a multiperson discussion action), the PIR sensor
positioned above the meeting room table is sensitive enough
to capture human activity and identify the room-in-use state.
Again, here, we can see that the installation positions of the
PIR sensors can give significantly different detection results.
Finally, to evaluate the detection performance of the roomidle state, we analyze the collected results and plot the
distribution of intermediate idle durations within the roomin-use state. We plot the results in Fig. 13 and summarize
them as a table in Table I. Note that while room entrance
can be detected instantaneously, detecting the room-idle state
requires a level of delay for the system to confirm that there
is no longer activity in the room. Our results provide data
on such wait durations collected from real meetings. We can
notice from Fig. 13 that when our volunteers were discussing,
∼99% of the idle durations were ≤ 8 s. On the other hand,
since a “solo-work” scenario shows less human movement and
interaction, ∼99% of the idle detections were within 14 s.
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Fig. 14. Picture of illumination sensor on the projection screen and on the
light bulb of the projector.

Fig. 15. Light sensor readings, when installed to the projection board, while
projecting different RGB colors and gray scale (normalized to 0–100) changes
both with and without ambient light.

This suggests that if the room is detected to be idle by the
PIR sensing platform for ≥ 15 s, it is safe for the system to
conclude that the room is idle. If this duration is shorter, there
is a possibility that the ReLiSCE detects the wrong human
activity context (e.g., triggers room-idle state while people are
present in the room). While it is true that different meetings
may show other numbers, we believe that our data set covers diverse types of meetings and therefore, these numbers
can be used as a representative threshold. Nevertheless, we
emphasize that the main contribution of this evaluation is not
in identifying the exact threshold for room-idle state detection,
but rather the contribution is in experimentally validating the
feasibility and effectiveness of using PIR sensors for monitoring the occupancy level with various real-world intrameeting
room activities.

C. Illumination Sensing Platform Evaluation
Lastly, we evaluate the performance of ReLiSCEs illumination sensing unit to capture the activity of beam projectors,
which are widely used in presentation-oriented meetings.
Similar to the PIR sensor, we determined that the installation position will significantly impact the sensor’s detection
performance; thus, we test for cases where the illumination
sensor is positioned in two different locations as pictured in
Fig. 14. Specifically, first, we test a scenario where the illumination sensor is attached to the projection screen, and second,
we position the illumination sensor next to the light-bulb
of the projector. In this evaluation, we focus on confirming
that the illumination sensor can detect the projector’s activity with high accuracy. For this, we first take a look at the
detected/measured illumination levels at our sensing component with respect to different projection colors and the effect
of ambient (fluorescent) light conditions.
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Fig. 16. Light sensor readings, when installed to the projector’s light bulb,
while projecting different RGB colors and gray scale (normalized to 0–100)
changes both with and without ambient light.

First, in Fig. 15, we present the illumination level observed
when the sensor was installed at the corner of the projection
screen. Notice from the results that ambient lighting conditions have heavy impact on the illumination levels detected
at our sensor. In this case, the illumination sensor was facing
toward the projection unit; thus, the room lighting conditions
directly affect its readings. As a result, through Fig. 15, we
can notice that it is difficult to come up with a single threshold that distinguishes the projector’s on/off states under any of
the gray-scale intensity and color outputs. Therefore, despite
having accurate microphone array readings of monolog activity, having the illumination sensor attached to the projection
screen makes it difficult for ReLiSCE to properly determine
the presentation state.
We next try attaching the illumination sensor adjacent to the
beam projector’s light-bulb and present the detected illumination levels in Fig. 16. Since the illumination sensor is closer
to the light source, and also is facing downward toward the
light-bulb (rather than the direction of ambient light sources),
the results are only minimally affected by external lighting
conditions. Furthermore, results in Fig. 16 also suggest that in
this scenario, the sampled values of the illumination sensor is
distinguishable despite displaying projection patterns with low
gray scale density. Therefore, it becomes possible to configure a threshold that distinguishes the beam projector’s activity.
Based on these results, in ReLiSCE, we set a threshold of
∼200 lux. From a trial of 20 real use cases of the projection
unit (average usage duration of 40 min per use), we were able
to notice that this threshold allowed continuous detection of
the projection state throughout the meeting durations.
The distinctive measurement patterns of the illumination
sensor for detecting the projector’s activity state, and the accurate angular detection of speakers’ DoA using our microphone
array sensor suggests that the presentation state can be detected
with very high accuracy. In fact, our empirical experiences
showed a 95% proper detection ratio of the presentation state.
We note that for the 5% of the misclassified cases, external
vocal sounds caused the microphone array sensor to falsely
detect the discussion state (e.g., rather than the monolog state
used for determining the presentation state).
D. Discussions on Connecting ReLiSCE With Applications
Overall, our evaluations focus on quantifying the performance of ReLiSCEs sensing components in various real
meeting environments. Through these tests, we were able to
notice that the individual sensing components’ performance
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Fig. 17. Picture of smart lighting system with wirelessly controlled LED
lighting components.

can be significantly improved with careful node deployment.
Thanks to the satisfactory performance of each component,
we’ve noticed that human activity states can be estimated with
high reliability using heterogeneous sensing modalities. Given
such a system, the next step is to combine the extracted activity
states from ReLiSCE with real application systems.
One example of an application that can greatly benefit from
ReLiSCE is a smart lighting application. To validate the effectiveness of ReLiSCE in such a system, we installed wireless
modules to the lighting components in our meeting room environment (see Fig. 17) and used the results from ReLiSCE for
controlling the lighting conditions. The algorithms for controlling the lighting levels were designed based on an extensive
set of feedback from domain experts. Nevertheless, based on a
∼45 day test trial, the user satisfactory level of the ReLiSCEbased smart lighting system (based on manual surveys from
users) were at 93%. The 7% of the negative feedback was
mostly caused by wrong decision making from ReLiSCE, and
also by the sensitive actuation made at the lighting components. Specifically, most of these false detections were caused
due to the sensitivity of our microphone array. We plan to
address drawback on both hardware and software perspectives
as part of our future work.
V. R ELATED W ORK
With advances in sensing devices, research on smart office
activity context extraction systems has been widely studied over the past few decades [10], [11]. These systems
were mostly dependent on sound- or vision-based sensors
for capturing the human activities [12], [13]. While visionbased approaches have great potentials for extracting sophisticated activity contexts, they require excessive computational
operations for image processing; thus, are not suitable for
resource-limited embedded computing platforms. Furthermore,
image-based systems introduce privacy threats to the people residing in the environment, making them more suitable
for intrusion detection applications than activity extraction.
In contrast, for a computational environment such as ours,

sound-based systems are more suitable, which can be generally
classified into two major paradigms: sound source localization
and classification.
Sound source localization systems are designed to locate
the sources of the vocal sounds for counting the number of
speakers in the target environment [7], [14]. For this purpose,
as in ReLiSCE, a microphone array is widely used [15]. To
localize the sound source, these systems mostly utilize one of
the three following methods.
1) Steered beamforming identifies the sound source through
a procedure called focalization [16], which rotates the
microphone array to search for the direction that yields
the strongest signal strength. Although efforts have been
put into increasing the performance, this method is
not yet practical to use due to its high computational
complexity, and sensitivity to background noise [17].
2) High-resolution spectral estimation is an approach
applied to wide-band signals (e.g., human
speech) [18], [19]. Here, sound signals received at
each microphone is used to derive a spatio-spectral
correlation matrix for speaker location estimation.
Nevertheless, this approach also introduces a high computational overhead and holds a strong assumption that
the speaking object is always statistically stationary [20].
3) TDOA-based estimation, also used in ReLiSCE, relies
on relative time delays between received signals rather
than the characteristics of the acoustic signals. In
practice, TDOA is estimated by identifying the time
shift that maximizes the correlation between a pair of
sound signals [21], [22]. Among various methods, as
previously mentioned and compared, GCC-PHAT [23]
is known to provide a reliable performance [24], [25].
Despite its attractiveness in noisy environments, GCCPHAT is computationally hungry; making it difficult to
implement on resource-limited platforms [7], [26].
Unlike sound source localization, which focuses on inferring the activity contexts with respect to speakers’ location,
sound source classification extracts activity context based
on the type of sound. This method is applicable when
a system is looking for a specific type of sound (e.g.,
speech, footsteps, or door closing sounds) [26]–[29]. For
meeting room context extraction, analyzing, and classifying
speech can provide quality features for automating meeting
content indexing systems [11], [30] by adapting the group
task model [4], [5], [31]. However, again, these classification
methods require a heavy level of computation (e.g., feature
extraction and comparison process), and they are limited to a
limited number of preknown sounds. Due to such limitations,
ReLiSCE does not focus on sound classification.
We note that some systems use only the microphone sensor for indoors activity context extraction [28]. Nevertheless,
the reduced number of sensing components naturally leads
to increased complexity on the processing software. To
reduce this overhead, ReLiSCE introduces an additional set
of heterogeneous sensors to supplement the decisions made at
the microphone array sensor.
Finally, while there is no existing system yet in the literature, it is arguable that widely deployed smartphones can
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be applicable for application scenarios that ReLiSCE targets.
Specifically, we could eventually utilize the microphone units
and the high processing power of smartphones to perform
the speaker detection processes of the microphone array sensor in ReLiSCE using traditional GCC-PHAT-based methods.
However, we find this approach not yet feasible due to two
major reasons. First, it is currently difficult to allow smartphones positioned ad hoc to accurately detect the speaker’s
direction with low angular errors. This could eventually be
made possible using range estimation techniques such as
BeepBeep [32], but such techniques are not yet practical to
use in general scenarios due to several requirements such as
the need of line of sight. Even if the distance and locations
of these smartphones were known, the frequent use of smartphones (even during meetings) make the estimation process
even more challenging on a practical perspective. Second,
continuous acoustic signal processing on smartphones will
require them to use a significant amount of their computational
power. Such continuous background processing can significantly degrade the user experience and lead to lower utilization
in the services it provides.
VI. S UMMARY
This paper started with a simple question in our mind: “can
we compress the capabilities of a microphone sensor to fit
in resource-limited platforms and capture the human activity
states?” Our proposed system, ReLiSCE, reveals our answer:
not alone, but together, yes. The limited capability of a single embedded computing platform results in the microphone
array sensor to only extract monolog and discussion states, but
the help of a heterogeneous set of sensors, such as illumination and PIR sensors, allows ReLiSCE to accurately determine
various human activity states in an office meeting room
environment with near-perfect accuracy. As briefly presented
earlier, we believe that ReLiSCE should be tightly integrated
with application systems, such as smart lighting applications,
to further increase the human comfort levels and maximize the
operational efficiency (e.g., energy efficiency). Furthermore,
we believe that systems such as ReLiSCE can open the possibilities of quickly commercializing human activity context
extraction systems for everyday users by providing them with
an easy-to-install system that can be applied to various application scenarios. Lastly, we foresee that the decentralization
of complex computational operations for use in distributed
embedded computing platforms can introduce interesting questions as we finally try to realize various internet of things
applications.
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